Winter 2020 Seminar Series

MONDAYS, 12-1 PM in ENGINEERING 2-192 or Silicon Valley Campus
Watch remotely at https://meet.google.com/ikf-ujzr-vwk

January 6 - UCSC
ELIZABETH SWENSEN
Assistant Professor
Digital Art and New Media
UC Santa Cruz

January 13 - UCSC
JESSE HARDER
AI Engineer
Electronic Arts (EA)

January 27 - UCSC
DAN RUSSELL
Research Scientist
Google

February 3 - UCSC
DR. DIANE PAWAR
Co-Founder
ImmersED

February 10 - SVC
CHAIM GINGOLD
Freelance Designer &
Independent Developer

February 24 - UCSC
JULIEN MALURENT
Visiting Professor - Stanford
ESSEC School Paris

March 2 - UCSC
OSKAR ELEK
Post Doc, Creative Coding Lab
Computational Media
UC Santa Cruz

March 9 - SVC
To Be Determined